Photonic crystal cavities enable the realization of high Q-factor and low mode-volume resonators, with typical architectures consisting of a thin suspended periodically-patterned layer to maximize confinement of light by strong index guiding. We investigate a heterostructure-based approach comprising a high refractive index core and lower refractive index cladding layers. Whilst confinement typically decreases with decreasing index contrast between the core and cladding layers, we show that, counter-intuitively, due to the confinement provided by the photonic band structure in the cladding layers, it becomes possible to achieve Q-factors > 10 4 with only a small refractive index contrast. This opens up new opportunities for implementing high Q-factor cavities in conventional semiconductor heterostructures, with direct applications to the design of electrically-pumped nano-cavity lasers using conventional fabrication approaches.
A number of optically pumped PhC cavity lasers have been demonstrated, mostly using a two-dimensional lattice of air holes perforating a thin (half-wavelength) semiconductor slab surrounded above and below by air [6] [7] [8] . The PhC lattice provides light confinement within the plane of the material, whilst the air-clad membrane design minimizes the out of the plane losses by providing strong index guiding. However, there are several major drawbacks of this approach including poor thermal conductivity, which has led to difficulties in achieving continuous-wave (cw) operation at room temperature, as well as the high manufacturing cost and complexity. There are some examples of PhC cavities bonded to low refractive index substrate layers, such as sapphire or silicon dioxide, which show decreased thermal resistance 9, 10 but these are electrically insulating. The use of either air-clad membranes and/or insulating substrate layers causes significant drawbacks in adapting to an electrically pumped design. Recent examples have used ion-implantation to create a lateral pi-n junction 11, 12 which, although successful, make fabrication considerably more complex than a standard vertical junction that can be grown epitaxially.
One approach to overcome these challenges is to incorporate additional cladding layers above and below the active region, rather than using a free-standing thin membrane. These cladding layers aid thermal conductivity, structural robustness, and, for doped semiconducting layers, also allow for electrically pumped designs without the need for ionimplantation. There has been very little previous work in this area [13] [14] [15] ; Ref. 15 considered a particular photonic crystal cavity design and a few combinations of cladding layers but did not explore a relevant range of refractive index combinations actually possible in realistic material systems, most likely due to the anticipated monotonic variation of the quality factor with refractive index contrast.
In this article, we explore different combinations of nanocavity designs and material layers using 3-dimensional finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations. We consider a multilayer slab structure with the air holes of the PhC lattice extended completely through the core and cladding layers, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . The core layer is 400 nm thick and has a fixed refractive index of 3.4, which corresponds to that of GaAs in the near-infrared, whilst the refractive index n clad of the 1 µm thick cladding layers is varied from 1.0 -3.4. Such structures require high aspect ratio etching, as has already been demonstrated in the literaure [16] [17] [18] [19] . We consider two well-established high Q-factor designs: the modified L3 20 and dispersion adapted (DA) 22 cavities. The DA cavity is of particular interest here as it is better equipped to minimize out-of-plane scattering losses and hence it is less affected by reduced total internal reflection at the upper and lower interfaces. The L3 design is a conventional photonic crystal cavity architecture and is chosen as a baseline for comparison.
The photonic crystal consists of a triangular lattice with period a = 270 nm and radius r = 0.25a. The lattice covers an area of 50a x 30a, and the slab material has a finite area of 52a x 30a with the simulation region boundaries lying outside the slab. The DA cavity is formed from a W1 waveguide, where one complete row of holes is removed, and pairs of holes along the edge of the waveguide are shifted by the distances given for the h 0 20 cavity described in Ref. 23 . The L3 cavity has 3 missing holes and those at each end of the cavity are shifted outwards by dx = 0.22a 20 . The cavity designs and electric-field profiles of the fundamental resonant mode in each case are shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c) for the DA and L3 cavities, respectively. FDTD simulations of the structures were performed with PML boundary conditions in all three directions 17, 21 , assuming 7µm of air between photonic-crystal slab and boundary. The resonant modes were identified from the peaks in the frequency spectrum E(ω), whilst the Q-factor was derived from the corresponding exponential time decay of the electric field. There is an expected gradual shift to longer wavelengths as the average refractive index of the system increases. For the air-clad (n clad = 1.0) case, the DA cavity has a very high Q-factor of ∼1x10 7 , as expected given that this was designed to maximize Q in the 400 nm slab 23 . The L3 cavity shows significantly worse performance with a Qfactor of only ∼2x10 4 , which is again expected as no attempt has been made to optimize the design for the chosen material dimensions. As the refractive index of the cladding layers is increased from its air value, the Q-factor of both cavity designs initially decreases, in agreement with the decreased vertical confinement of the mode due to reduced total internal reflection at the core-cladding interfaces. The DA cavity still performs well, with Q > 10 6 , when n clad is within the range 1.4 -1.7 corresponding to typical oxide materials such as Al 2 O 3 . The use of oxide layers is known to improve thermal conductivity and structural robustness compared to an airclad membrane but does not address the challenges related to electrical injection, since they are highly electrically resistive.
As the cladding refractive index is increased further, above 2.4, there is an increase in Q-factor for both cavity designs. This reaches a peak value > 10 4 for the DA cavity when n clad is in the range 3.2 -3.3. The L3 cavity Q-factor peaks at ∼9x10 3 when n clad = 3.2. These are a remarkable results since these values lie within the highlighted range of n for AlGaAs alloys, opening up the possibility to implement high-Q photonic crystal cavities in standard epitaxial semiconductor heterostructures in GaAs/AlGaAs material systems. We note, however, that this behavior seems counterintuitive, as one would expect the Q-factor to monotonically degrade as index guiding is reduced and a greater amount of light is able to leak into the cladding.
To explore the origin of this unexpected behavior we begin by examining the electric-field profiles to establish how the spatial distribution of the mode changes with the refractive index of the cladding. Cross sections showing the electricfield profiles of the DA cavity in both horizontal and vertical planes through the center of the cavity are shown in Fig. 2 . The horizontal cross sections in Fig. 2(a) ,(c) illustrate that the mode remains well confined to the cavity region, with minimal change to the mode profile as the cladding index increases. The vertical cross sections in Fig. 2(b),(d) show a greater spread of the mode into the cladding as the refractive index increases due to the reduced index guiding. The overlaid line profile through the cavity center and its optical confinement factor are typical of GaAs/AlGaAs waveguides 24, 25 , indicating that good overlap of the optical mode with the active region is maintained.
Since the peak Q-factor occurs for a small difference between the refractive indices of the core and cladding, we suggest that the photonic band gaps of the core and cladding layers may overlap in frequency, such that the photonic band gap of the cladding prevents propagation of the resonant mode and consequent degradation of the Q-factor. As an initial test of this hypothesis, the band structure of a 2D PhC with the same lattice parameters as used in the full structure was computed for each refractive index value. Figure 3 shows the resulting PBG frequency range along with the resonant cavity mode frequencies from the FDTD simulations. In the region of n ≥ 3.2, the resonant mode of the L3 cavity lies within the 2D band gap of the cladding layers, whilst the DA cavity resonance is just below the band edge of the dielectric band. This shows that the mode confinement is aided by the cladding PhC properties. In the case where the cavity mode lies within the PBG of the cladding, the mode is unable to propagate away in-plane through the cladding. When it lies just below the dielectric band edge, the dispersion curve is relatively flat in this frequency range so the group velocity of the propagating mode tends to zero, and as such the cavity mode remains localized to the cavity region 26 . This confining mechanism explains how a high-Q mode is maintained by reducing propagation of the light away in-plane, even though it is able to spread vertically into the cladding due to the low refractive index contrast.
This analysis treats the cladding as an infinite 2D slab, which is not the case within the actual system. The cladding layers have a finite thickness and are also in an asymmetric arrangement due to the presence of the core layer at one interface and air at the other. It is known that there is still a pseudo-gap effect in optically thick PhC slabs, where cavity modes have only minimal coupling to the extended Bloch modes, that can lead to high-Q resonant states 21 . This effect can be further enhanced in slabs with reflective (e.g. metallic or semiconductor/air) boundaries in the horizontal plane, due to alterations of the density of Bloch modes in momentum space 21 . The structures investigated here fulfil both of these criteria, being both optically thick and having a finite horizontal extent with semiconductor/air interfaces within the simulation region. It is therefore expected that a similar effect occurs in this case and the argument of minimal propagation through the cladding would hold. To demonstrate this we undertook further analysis of the FDTD simulation results to investigate this hypothesis.
The relative contributions to losses from the DA cavity are determined by monitoring the power flow through various surfaces surrounding the cavity. The power flow is obtained from the FDTD simulation by integrating the time-averaged Poynting vector across the surface of interest. This is converted to the directional Q-factor as described in Ref. 15 . In Fig. 4 (a) we first consider the loss from the core layer only and break it down into two components: the out-of-plane loss vertically into the cladding layers and the in-plane loss through the photonic crystal lattice. The lowest Q-factor and therefore dominant contribution to loss is in the out-of-plane direction and increases as n clad increases due to the decreased index guiding. There is a small increase in this out-of-plane Q-factor in the region of n clad ≥ 3.2 where the peak Q-factor occurs.
By contrast, in Fig. 4(b) we consider the loss through the outer surfaces of the entire structure. We see here that once light reaches the cladding, the lowest Q-factor and therefore main loss is actually the in-plane loss, rather than that through the upper and lower surfaces. There is a strong increase of more than one order of magnitude in this component of the Q-factor going towards the n clad = 3.2 − 3.3 region where the overall Q-factor peaks, showing the propagation of light through the cladding has reduced. This further supports our argument that photonic band structure effects in the cladding are reducing propagation of the resonant mode and are thereby increasing the Q-factor.
We also analyzed the spatially Fourier transformed in-plane electric-fields. Only Fourier components lying with the light circle defined by k<ωc can radiate into the far field, so comparing the Fourier spectra can give information about loss from the modes 27 . Additionally, if components overlap in momentum space with the extended Bloch modes of the cladding, the cavity mode is able to couple to those extended modes and propagate away. As it is the behavior of the mode once it spreads to the cladding that is of interest, Fourier transforms are taken of the electric-field profile within the cladding, close to the core-cladding interfaces. Examples of the Fourier spectra for different values of n clad are shown in Figs. 5(a)-(d) .
It can be seen that in the high-Q cases of n clad = 1.2 and 3.2, given in Fig. 5(a) and (d) respectively, there are fewer Fourier components within the light circle and also in the immediate surrounding region. In contrast, the large number of high-intensity points present in Fig. 5(b) and (c) indicate the significant coupling of the cavity mode to the extended Bloch modes in the cladding. This coupling enables the escape of the localized mode away from the cavity and leads to reduced Q-factors. In order to make a quantitative analysis, all Fourier spectra were normalized and the fraction of the components falling within the light circle was then calculated by integrating the intensity within this area. The results presented in Table. I show that the fraction of Fourier components within the light cone is reduced by around a factor of two in the high Q-factor n clad = 3.2 case compared to the n clad = 2.4 and 2.8 cases with low Q-factor. This clearly demonstrates the qualitative trend shown by the profiles of Fig. 5 . This argument again validates the hypothesis that the high Q-factor in the n clad = 3.2 − 3.3 range is caused by photonic band structure effects in the cladding, with minimal coupling of the cavity mode to extended modes reducing propagation of light away from the cavity.
In summary, our study demonstrates that it is possible to maintain Q-factors ∼ 10 6 with cladding layers corresponding to typical oxide materials and, more importantly, > 10 4 with cladding layers corresponding to typical semiconductors such as AlGaAs alloys, each surrounding a GaAs (n = 3.4) core layer. The relatively high Q-factor in the low index contrast n clad = 3.2 − 3.3 cases is explained in terms of band structure and pseudo-PBG effects in the cladding layers. These effects prevent propagation of the light in-plane through the cladding, despite the fact that the index guiding responsible for the vertical confinement of the light to the core layer is reduced. This counterintuitive behavior can be exploited to design PhC nanocavities in low refractive index contrast multilayer slabs, for example in standard GaAs/AlGaAs semiconductor heterostructures. This opens up a new design possibility for nanocavity lasers with improved properties and ease of manufacture compared to existing air-clad membrane designs. 
